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ABSTRACT

Induction motors (IM) arc characteri zed by complex, highly nonlinear,

time varying dynarnics and inaccessibility of some states and outputs for

measurements and hence may be considered as a challenging problem.

Field orientation control (FOC ) methods of an induction machine

achieve decoupled torque and flux dynamics leading to independent control of
torque and flux as for separately excited DC motor, but ther,, are sensitive to

motor parameter variations. The present work seiect the indirect field

orientation control (IFOC) as an effective method for eliminating the coupiing

eflect. The results showed how rvell the drive perlormance has been improved

by this control strategy. However, to what extent the control strategy can

perfom the decoupling relies on the accuracy of the slip frequency

calcr,rlation. Llnfofiunately, the slip frequency depends on the rotor time

constant that varies continuously according to the operationai conditions and, : ,,

then, the coupling effect may again arise.

. This paper investigates the improvement in the performance of the ,..

induction machine dynamics as the IFOC technique is utilized. Also, it
' investigates the degradation in dynamic performance when the rotor'resistance _
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INTRODUCTION

The fundal.nelttals of vector control ir-r'rplementation clrl bc cxplained

witli the help of Fig.( 1), where the machine rnodel is pre scnted in a

synchronolls rotating ref'crer"rce flrame. The inverter is omitted fi'om the figure,

assunring tirat it has unity current gain, that is, it generates currents i61 i6, &fld

i. as dictated by the corresponding command currents i), ii, and zj from the

controller. A machine model with internal

conversions is shown on the right. The machine terminal phase currents i.,,

i6, and i"are converled to ij,and ij,components by 3d/20 transformation.

These are then converted to synchronously rotating frame by the unit vector

cornponents ctts0n and sin0, belore applying them to the ,l' - q''machine

model. The controller makes two stages of inverse transformation, as shown,

so that the control curents i'j and;fl conespond to the machine currents ij,

and ii,, respectively. In addition, the unit vector assures corect alignrnent of

zj,with the 1', and i;, perpendicular to it, as shor,r,n rn Fig.(1). The

transformation and inverse transformation inciuding the invefter ideally do not

incorporate any dynamics and therefore, the response to i3, and if" is

instantaneous (neglecting computational and sampling delal,s).

There are two essentially general methods of vector control; one caiied

the direct method, and the other known as the indirect method. The methods

are different essentially by how the unit vector (cos0,and sin0n) rs generated

for the control. It should be mentioned that the orientation of i,'* with the rotor

flux ),i., air gap flux,.or stator flux is possible in vector control. Howevei,
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rotor llrix orientation gives ltatural decoLrpiing colttro1. \\,l.lerciis air gap or

stator flux oricnliitiott givcs a coupling eflect rvltich has to b.- contpellsated b\,

a decoupling compensation cllrrent u'2i

INDIRECT FTELD ORIENTATION CONTROL (IFOC)
Indirect vector control is very popular in industrial applications. Figure

(2) explair]-s the fundamental principle of indirect vector colrrrol with the help

of a phasor diagram. The d' - q'axes are fixed on the stator, but the ,l' - q''

axes, which are fixed on the rotor, are moving at speed ,.. Synchronously

rotating ur., d'-Qo are rotating ahead of the d'*q'' axes b1,the positive slip

angle d,r corresponding to slip frequency 4,1. Since the rotor pole is directed

on the d' axis and on = (Dr + ost , ofie can write

o, : [ro rtlt : I, , , )- tr-t ,1 )clr :0, +o rt

The phasor diagram suggests that for decoupling control, the stator flux

component of current i'd, should be aligned on the d" axis, and the torque

component of curent ii'should 
be on the 4' axis, as shown in Fig (2).

For decoupling control, one can make a derivation of control equations

sz I indirect vector control with the help of do - qn dynamic model of induction

7l

(1)

t'",t, = p)l',,, +((,. - a,))_' 1, +rji",t,)
,."',,, = p)." ,r, - (o,. - o,))', ,,, + rii,, r I

.(2)
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r l)

of the rotor helo.

rrt',1., = ptrr+rtl ,tds+rri'q'

r,t',ls = 1t)r' ,1, - (Dr)'e qs + rrio q'

a/)

i:1,,- I'.\),, 
i',' - )'"t,i',|,)

If cln -axis is aligned with the rotor

)"ii,. , \nthe chosen reference frame

, .l ,, t'e,. - 0),',,i. = L*l ,s t Lrttli

.,c Lr,'
1 = -- I ^.'qr f t c/''

Lr

With ),'i,zeto, the equation

3P1",.,
Tn* =;;? )'olil,,

L',Pl'

field, the q-component

tt'5'6]
would be zero '''"'

(4)

.(s )

of the developed torque, Eq'(3)' reduces to

(6)

which shows that if the rotor flux linkage 7:t' is not

be independently controlled by adjusting the stator q

. t t' '', 
L,n ;cAdr=V.nrn'ds

Onrt =On-0r=

disturbed, the torque can

component current, i;s'

For 7:[,. to remain unchange d at zero' its time derivative (pli') must be

:zero,one can shou" from Eq'(2; to t':l

(1)

-.t t-tr 'QS
(B)

Lr I ds

To implement the indirect vector control strategy, it is necessary to use

(7), and (8) in ordelto satisfy the condition fof proper
the condition ir-r Ec1's(6), (7)' and (U) tn oroel to saLr)r) Lrrv wvrrur!

orientation. Torque can be controlled b1' regulating ifi'and slip speed a st '
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Given sollle desircd levei ol'rotor flux, ),'1, the desired valu.- oi' r1, r..ay be

obtained frorn,

73

tr, ,' I
)tt" 'l utlt

1t ---, 1/\
t'._ + 1.. t)

I tf

For the desired torque of r]. at the given level of rotor flux, the desired

value of ifil in accordance wirh Eq.(6) is

r(* 3 P Ln, .tc*.p4tent = ;; t, 
Ad, tqs

(e)

(10)

When the field is properly oriented, i)e, is zero, ),ff, = Ln,i'ar: thus, the slip speed

(11)

of Eq.(8) can be written as

Thus, the above analysis shows that the vectol' control strategy can provide
the same performance as is achieved from a separately excited DC rnachine;

this is done by formulating the stator current phasor, in the two-axis
synchronously rotating reference frame, to have two components:

magnetizing current component and torque producing cunent component.

The generated motor torque is the product of two current components. By
keeping the magnetizing current component at a constant rated value, the
motor torque is linearly proportional to the torque-producing component,

which is quite similar to the controi of a separately excited DC motor t7's,el.

Figure (3) shorvs an indirect field-oriented control scheme for a cunent
controlled PWM induction machine motor drive. The command values for the
abc stator iurrents can then be computed as follows
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]

l.,s

lbt

Ibs

(12)

(1 3)
- ,qs

- ,^,.s+
=-(l/ /-)t,,t

= -(1/2)i;:

-(.fi /z)ix

+ OF, /Z)i';

3. Indirect Fietd Orientation Detuning:

The success of FOC is based on the proper division of stator ouflent

into two components Uslng l. 
Ii: r*,::'.T,";:_ll.rj;fi:

two currents components &fe t4t ilrru r6i5:

and torque respectively 
tt'2'+'tol'

The rndirect Foc method uses a feedforward slip calcuiation' Fig'(3)' to

partitionthestatorcurrent.Theslipspeedequationisrearrangedas:
( 14)

' - L'' iil:
aJ- T ).',.

)u'' = L"'iu'l'' The above condition' if satisfled' ensures lhe decoupiing

whet'e '-t ,?* flux and the

torqueandfluxproduction;achangein'i'wilinotdisturbthe

instantaneous 
torque contror is achieved. This indicates that an ideal .eld

orientation occurs. To what extent this decoupling-"."tt"11',1^ach'ev-d 
will

depend on the accuracy of motor parameters used' It is easy to'be noted that

the calculation of the slip fi-equency in E q.(1a) depends on the rotor resistance '

owing to saturation and heating, the rotor resistance changes and hilrce the

/+
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slip liecluency is cithcr'over or under estimated. Eventually, the rotor-flr,, 'lli

and tht: stator-axis clrrrcnt ii' will be no longer decoupled in Eq.(10) ancl the

instantaneous torque control is lost" Furlhermore, the electromechanical torque

generation is reduced at steady state under the plant parameter variations ald
hence the machine will work in a low-efficiency region. Finally, the variation

of the parameters irf moment of inertia J and the friction constant B is
common in real apl,lications. For instance, the bearing friction will change

after the motor has run for a period of time tlrl.

Since the values of rotor resistance and magnetizing inductance are

known to vary somewhat more than the other parameters, on-line parameter

adaptive techniques are often employed to tune the value of these parameters

used in an indirect field-oriented controller to ensure proper operation {2'11't2l 
"

The detuning effect, generally, causes degradation in the drive performance.

SIMULATED RESIJLTS

1. Simulation of Fixed Voltage Open-Loop Operation:

The model equations of the IM, Eq.(2), in the stationary qd reference

frame are modeled using SIMULNK t13'r41. The simulation is set up for

simulating the dynamic behavior of the motor with fixed-step t1,pe of step size

(2e-6 sec). The results from these open-loop operations will later be used as a

benchmark to compare the performance of the same motor operated with

fi eld-oriented control.

in the model, three.phase voltages of base frequency (.fn:50 Hr)

applied to the input are converted into two-phase stationary reference frame

75
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Trated -Trated 0 0l

Samplefesultsshowingthestarlingofthemotorwithfuilstatorvoltage

and the response of the motor to the programmed sequence of loading are

showninFig'(6)'h.rthefigut'e'thespeedisexpress'4i:':'lllli:'')andthe

speed settled to unitv. Also, ,n. 
''*::y,ne 

magnitutta::;tlrtand 
rotor

flux linkages per second 1\vu'\= fiiA" ;and \v"\= V;' 
,:::'.";T-

1.g|11geS'onced-qphaser,oltzrgestlbtaillecl,tlreassociatedfluxatldctirrctltare

calctilated and then applicd to electrot-i-iechanical 
and mecl'ranical torqlre

'o'"';"::" ::iTJ"::,:::.;'*:;:::]1"'"''" 
model' Fig (a) sho* s'Ilre

waveforms of stator a-phase voltage, v,,, the quadrature stator current, 1.,.,, the

cleveloped torque, Tou,', afidtlre rotor speed o, atno-Ioad for a 20-hp motor.

The figure shows that the speed is settled at approximateiy 
(i 2 sec'' which is

the same settling time for the stator current and developed torque' Also' the

speed has a steady state value of 1gg.5 rad/sec., as shown' Torque vs' speed

curve obtained from the same model is shown in Fig'(5) for no-load condition'

Thevalueoftheexternallyappiiedmechanicaltorque.Sge:eedbya

repeating sequence source with the time and output values scheduled as

follor'r's:

Timearray:time-tmech:[00.750.751.01.0|.251.25:,.51.52.1.

outputarray,.tmecir-tmech=[00-Trated-Trated-Tratedl}.-.Traledl2--

;:,:;T;,::". can observe the oscirlatorv response or the rotor nux

linkagebefor.eitbuildsuptoitssteady.statevirlue(112.56V.).Thefltix

response .shows a lar.ge change wlren the load is suddenly,clrahged.. 
. . ' -:j
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2. Sirnulation of Iti()C llcveloped in Stationary Reference Frarnc

This simtrlation is implemented to be familiaruvith indirect field-
oriented control and to observe the variables at every stage clf the control.

It is easy to build the SIMULINK rnodel for a currerrt regulated pWM

IFoc IM of Fig.(3) [r3'r4'r5]. In this simulation, referenc e dq currents are

obtained according to the reference load torque and speed waveform . These dq

reference currents are transformed il,.t,r abc reference currents to be compared

with the actual motor cuments and the errors are fed to three hysteresis

controllers to obtain reference voltages.

The proporlional gain ko and integral gain ft, of the speed controller are

tuned to give the best speed response shown in Fig.(7). The value of kr:75

and k,: 7 have been chosen to meet such transient specification. Also, the

allowable commanded torque generated lrom thc speed controller should not

exceed !Tri. (i70 N.m), us dedicated by the developed torque response

shown in Fig.(5). The look-up table for field weakening matches the desired

value of the rotor d-axis flux, ).'j,., to that of the mechanical speed of the

rotor, ro,..For speed less than the base or rated speed, )$,. is set equal to its no_

load value rvitl-r a rated supply voltage. Beyond the base speed, the flux speed

product is held constant at the base spee d (.u)value.

In this case, the machine is ramped up to speed using the speed

reference after which it is subjected to a sequence of step changes in load

torque. The following values are used:

tstop: The study time to two seconds.

7-7
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Llllle-\\rrel J'l-re tilrie arrav of the speed rcfbrence relleating 5cLlucre L. sig,al
source to [0 0.5 tstopl.

speed-wref: TIre value array of the speed reference repeating seqlreuce signal

source to [0 lvbrr wbntl.

tirne-tmech: The time array of the T,,".,, repeating sequence source to [0 0.75

L25 t.25 L5 t.s 21.

tmech_tmech: The value array of the T,n..,,repeating sequence sciurge to [0 0-

Trate -Tratedl2-Tratedl2 Trated -Trated 0 01. Sampling Time: 2e-6 sec.

One can see from Fig.(7) the monotonic response of the flux before it reaches

its steady-sate value (122.44 volt) compared to that oscillatory one in Fig.(6).

Also, it is easy to see in Fig.(7) how well the flux amplitude remains constant

when the motor is loaded, as compared to a large change in the flux response

with open Ioop situation.

Another comparison is clear between the electromechanical torque

responses of Fig.(7) and (6). The torque shows a smooth response in case of
IFOC, while it is oscillatory in open loop case. The validity of IFOC technique

is verified via two tests. In the first test, a change in statgr quadrature current

is generated by a repeating sequence source with the time and output values

scheduled as foliows:

time_change*iqse : [0 0.6 0.8 0.9 2l

output_change iqse : [0 0 l0 10 0 ]

and added to the commanded quadrature stator curent in synchronous fr.ame

;rf . fne sarle change values are fed to the direct stator currenr in synchronous

fi'ame i:; in the other test. The reflection of these changes on rhe output. . , ;;
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s)lltchronous qd coll-Iponents o1' the stator cltrrents, i; and i;, ar-rd then tct

u,hat extent the lFOC techr-rique perlbrms the decoupling action is investigateci

in Fig. (8) .

tn both tests, the rnachine is ramped up to mechanical base frequency (Dh,,, il'r

0.5 second and started up at no load condition.

In Fig.(S), the change in irf immediately appears at its conesponding

output, if,, while no change is detecteci in i'o,and rotor flux magnitude lrt,.]"

Also, the figure shows the change in the response of developed torque and

rotor speed due to this current change thus, the observations seen in Fig. (8)

give a strong indication that the decoupling action is weli performed by,IFOC

technique and the machine is, by now, a dc like machine. However, the

conclusion that induction machine model has been converted to dc like

machine is not yet decisive. There is still a problem behind the calculation of

slip frequency, where the changes in rotor resistance could cause degradation

in IFOC technique performance and the.coupling effect might again be arisen

(detuning effect).

3.Simulation of IFOC IM with Detuning Effect

The examination of detuning effect in the rotor resistance is performed

by introducing an estimation factor, k, 
, to all the r', terms of machine model.

As set up, perfect tuning is when k,:1. The previous run of perfect tuning,

Fig.(7), is repeated at fixed reference speed (ramped up to speed ot^in 0.5

sec) for a k,:L 5 and 0.5, with no-load, rated load and with cyclic change of

load.

7!)
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In the next sttlcly, the tlachipe is sub.icctccl to the same SeQUe 1lCc- t)I'stell

changcs in load torque as previousl;'applieci in perfect tuning' Fig't7) As

colnpared to the perfect tuning case, tlie increased value of rotor resistatlce

(1.511) could cause the responses of flux linkages, torque and cunetrt to be

distorted, especially, at time of load exefiion,. Also, at this time the speed

deviation from its steady state value is larger than the case with kr:1 '

CONCLUSIOl\S

TheimplementationoflFoCtechniquehasbeenperformedandthe

following observations could be concluded:

1. The technique can keep the rotor flux constant

load torque.

2. It has been shown that decoupling is conditioned by the accuracy of slip

calculation. The slip calculation depends on the rotor time constant' T"

which varies continuously according to the operational conditions'

3. On the other hand, the conventional PI controller can not compensate

such parameter variations in the plant' That is, the PI controller is not an

intelligent controller nor is the slip calculation accurate' Therefore'

changes in T, degrade the speed performance and other controllers can'be

suggesled

(ti{}-t}l{)

t()

even during changes in
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T:rble l: Iirutrction Motor Parameter

ri-l

;.'

a

Rated Pou,er 20 hp

Rated Line-Line Voltage
200 v

Rate Torque 81.s

Nm

Number of Poles (P) 4

Stator Resistance (rs) 0.106

o

Stator Inductance (L,') 9.15

mH

Magnetizing Inductance(L,, ) 8.67

mH

Rotor Resistance(r, ) 0.076

f)

Rotor Inductance (L. ) 9.ts

mH

Control Machine

cos 0" sin 0,.

lnverse Transformation

cos 0., sin 0

Tra n sfo rm a tio n

'r\l /ot..
),"

:

N,4achr-e lermtnal

Transformation

t" -q"=d' q' 1,,,

Transformation

d' - c1'.> abc

to iln
f-t.
t,, t"

Transformation

abc 161' - 61

_->

ii.l+l
Transform ation

tl"-q')d"-q

I d.t
lv1 achine

tModel

i;,

a

Figure (1) vector control implementation principle with machine

,l'-qnmodel- ..-.-i :

a

a

a
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Figure (3) Indirect field.oriented control of a current regulated p\\'m

G erlhasor diagram explaining indirect Yector control

Figureto.lnaryFra,4Jnduction}Iotr-,r}1odel.---=i
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Figure(6) Startup and cyeli. Ioudinga of th. _IMiodel at no_load..
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Figure (5) open loop torque-speed curye
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Figure (7) Startup and load transients with field-oriented control

(86-88)
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